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Abstract 
Modularity has many benefits. Sevcral methods have arisen to create modular products. In 
this paper three modularity mcthods that have been well established in academia and used in 
industry are compared against one another. These are Function Structure Hcuristics, Design 
Structure Matrix, and Modular Function Deployment. Thesc methods are applied to a cordless 
drill to show how they perfonn for a singlc product. In addition, they are applied to a saw of 
the same family of products to see how the methods work for a product family. We find that 
the methods all give ditlerent suggestions for a modular architecture for the drill. We also find 
that the methods give suboptimal results in thc case of a product family. We also tested the 
repeatability of the methods. It varied betwecn 60% and 90%. 

Introduction 
The module definition used in this article is adapted from various sources lBaldwin&ClarkOO, 
Ericsson&Erixon99, Ulrich&Eppinger04J. A module is a structurally independent building 
block of a larger system with well-defined interfaces. A module has fairly loose connections 
to the rest of the system allowing an independent development of the module as long as the 
interconnections at the interfaces are carefully considered. 

Recent literature has shown many advantages ofmodularity. It provides advantages in tenns 
of scale and scope, economies in parts soureing, and support for mass customisation 
(Baldwin&ClarkOO). Modularity makes product architecture easier to manage 
[Ericsson&Erixon99J. Modularity also cases end-of-life processes such as recycling of parts 
lNewcomb et a1.98J. Modularity provides flexibility that allows both multiple product 
variations and technology development by thc changing of modules, without requiring 
changes in the overall product [Ericsson&Erixon99, Ulrich&Eppinger04]. 

Many methods have bcen developed to create modular produCts and to bcncfit from the 
advantages of modularity, but it is unclear what method to use and when. Since all methods 
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